A filter for breast imaging on a radiotherapy X-ray simulator.
Simulator radiographs taken as a record of breast radiotherapy planning often show ill defined breast tissue margins because exposure parameters are set to optimize visualization of the chest wall rather than the bulk of the breast. This creates difficulties when using simulator images as reference images in verification by comparing with either portal film or images from an electronic portal imaging device. Our aim was to improve breast images taken at simulation without changing exposure parameters that have been optimized for visualization of the chest wall. This has been achieved via an external filter to be used when taking radiographs with the treatment simulator. The filter is made of stainless steel coated with tin and is shaped to maintain acceptable imaging of the chest wall by covering only the section of field anterior to the chest wall. Radiographs of breast simulations using the filter have been accepted as satisfactory by both clinicians and radiographers. The filter is now in routine clinical use for breast and chest wall treatment simulation.